This paper presents a new actuator system consisting of a microactuator and a macro-actuator coupled in parallel via a compliant transmission. The system is called the parallel-coupled micro-macro actuator, or PaCMMA.
Motivation
The study of robot manipulation tasks can be broken into two distinct research problems. The first is using sensory information to determine an appropriate action, and the second is using some manipulation system to execute the desired action. This paper focuses on work in the latter of these areas.
In examining the hardware and control algorithms available to higher order planners, it becomes clear that much of the existing robot hardware has performance characteristics that are quite different from those of humans. Since the manipulation ability of humans exceeds that of robots in many tasks, it is worth examining some of these differences.
A fundamental requirement for manipulation is the ability to make and break contact with the environment in a stable, nondestructive way. In a controlled environment, this is typically accomplished by knowing the exact location of various
The International Journal of Robotics Research, Vol. 17, No. 7, July 1998, pp. 773-791, &copy; 1998 Sage Publications, Inc. objects and moving slowly and precisely when contact is imminent. When contact does occur, the forces of interaction are dependent on the impact velocity and the mass and stiffness of the object and the manipulator. The manipulator's mass and stiffness properties can be described more compactly as impedance. Large impedances (very stiff or massive) will generate large contact forces for small position disturbances, which is not desirable. A system with low impedance will generate smaller forces for the same conditions.
Human actuators rely on low impedance during manipulation tasks. Humans routinely move in both free space and in constrained motion trajectories with stability in all regions, despite using low-bandwidth actuators. For example, a human can absorb impact energy by keeping the arms and legs bent. The success of these operations relies on low impedance. While human position performance is slow and inaccurate compared to machines, human impedance characteristics are superior for tasks where position errors are likely.
A second important quality of human actuators is dynamic range. Humans are able to sense features and acquire information during manipulation through the use of a wide range of forces. Locating a feature may require a small force; use of a tool may require a large force. The versatility of many machines is limited by their force range. A surface profilometer can measure extremely small displacements, but cannot be used as a manipulator. Conversely, a PUMA robot can be used to lift a brick, but cannot detect its surface features. This paper will present a new concept, a parallel-coupled, micro-macro actuator (PaCMMA), motivated by the difficulties encountered in robot manipulation. The work is presented in two parts. The remainder of this section is devoted to background material on actuator and manipulator design and control. The actuator concept is presented in Section 2.
Section 3 presents a model of the actuator system and a number of performance bounds. The model provides insight into ways to use the PaCMMA concept to its fullest capacity. Section 4 presents a control law. Section 5 presents experimental results of a comparison between the PaCMMA design and several other actuator configurations. The data here provide a good visual understanding of the system performance, as well as some insight into the kinds of unmodeled effects that will affect performance. I.] . Previous Work Early work in robotics showed that control of the robot impedance is an important challenge in manipulation (Salisbury 1980; Hogan 1985) . Research on control algorithms and hardware design has made progress toward improving the impedance characteristics of robotic systems.
Control algorithms have highlighted several issues which make force control difficult: stiff environments, noncollocated sensors, sudden changes in dynamics, transmission characteristics, and various hardware nonlinearities such as friction and backlash (Whitney 1982; Cannon and Rosenthal 1984; Eppinger and Seering 1987; Colgate and Hogan 1989; Goldenberg 1992; Volpe and Khosla 1992) . The study of impedance control has highlighted the importance of hardware characteristics (Goldenberg 1992; Wada et al.1994 ; Colgate and Brown 1994; Kazerooni 1985) . Control of the transition from free space to contact has also shown that a manipulator's passive characteristics (inertia, stiffness) have a dominant effect on the success of this transition (Youcef-Toumi and Gutz 1989; Hyde and Cutkowsky 1993; Xu, Hollerbach, and Ma 1994) .
Research into manipulator design has yielded several manipulator paradigms: direct-drive robots (Asada and Takeyama 1983) , light, stiff manipulators (Salisbury et al. 1989 ; Massie and Salisbury 1994) , compliant manipulators (Park 1992; Trevelyan 1993; Pratt and Williamson 1995; Williamson 1995) , and serial micro-macro manipulators (Sharon and Hardt 1984; Khatib 1990; Yoshikowa et al. 1994 ). Direct-drive robots provide high-bandwidth force control, but may suffer from large inertia. Light, stiff manipulators interact well with the environment in open-loop torque control, but have limited accuracy and force range. Compliant manipulators may perform better in impacts, but lack force bandwidth. Serial micro-macro systems gain force bandwidth, but are limited by the force range of the micro-actuator.
The strengths of the these various approaches provide strong motivation for the parallel-coupled micro-macro actuator design presented in Section 2.
Actuator Performance
Actuator performance may be quantified in a number of ways. It will be important to choose metrics that highlight the subtleties of the various design trade-offs to understand how parallel-coupled actuators differ from single-actuator systems. A set of metrics is proposed below. At the component level, most of these specifications are easy to understand. Once the system is assembled and a controller is chosen, the dynamic properties of the controlled system become important metrics. The performance of the system is highly dependent on control implementation and nonideal effects; friction and backlash can introduce force and position errors, while quantization noise and time delays can destabilize the control system. Fortunately, it is generally possible to predict, simulate, or measure the performance of a given set of components, and the fourth set of metrics provides a basis for performing experiments to assess the performance of the actuator system. This paper will define these metrics and present experimental techniques for measuring them.
The Parallel-Coupled Micro-Macro Actuator
The hardware design paradigms mentioned in Section 1.1 1 have improved performance in particular areas, but typically do not perform well for all applications. This section presents an actuator design that simultaneously exploits the benefits of several design paradigms. Figure 1 shows a schematic of this actuator concept, which was first proposed in Morrell and Salisbury (1995) . A large actuator is coupled via a compliant transmission to the joint axis. A micro-actuator is directly coupled to the joint axis. We refer to this concept as a parallel coupled micro-macro actuator, or PaCMMA (pronounced &dquo;Pack-ma&dquo;).
In the case where the stiffness of the transmission is zero (i.e., the micro-actuator is the only force acting on the output link), force control may be achieved at high bandwidth owing to the proximity of the sensor and the actuator. The lower limit on controllable force is on the order of the brush friction, torque ripple, or sensor quantization. The upper limit on controllable force is limited by the saturation force of the micro-actuator. Fig. 1 . The parallel micro-macro actuator concept.
As the stiffness of the transmission between the actuators increases, the effect of the macro-actuator also increases. If the transmission stiffness is considerably lower than the environment stiffness, then the micro-actuator closed-loop performance (including stability and bandwidth) will be dominated by the stiffness of the environment. Consequently, the transmission can exert a force on the endpoint, which is summed with the force of the micro-actuator without affecting the dynamics of the micro-actuator. The macro-actuator can be used to impose a low-frequency force bias on the endpoint, which will have little effect on the control performance (stability) of the micro-actuator. The result is that we can exert forces near the maximum of the macro-actuator while controlling variations at the level of the micro-actuator. A hi-fi loudspeaker provides a metaphor for this concept: the two actuators are a woofer and a tweeter, coupled in parallel by a compliant transmission, air (Pratt 1994 ).
The concept uses the &dquo;stiffer is better&dquo; paradigm to design the direct-drive part of the system (the micro-actuator), but diverges from this principle for the macro-actuator. In fact, the transmission between the two actuators must not be stiff for the concept to work. If the transmission were very stiff, the micro-actuator would &dquo;feel&dquo; the impedance presented by the macro-actuator and there would be no improvement in performance over the macro-actuator acting alone. The concept also allows the use of a lower performance actuator for the macro-actuator, since its inertia and friction are &dquo;filtered&dquo; out by the transmission. Finally, the concept allows a resolution bounded by the minimum controllable force of the micro-actuator and the maximum force of the macro-actuator.
Micro-macro designs that are coupled in series cannot achieve this kind of resolution; a series-coupled design is limited to the force range of the micro-actuator (until the actuator is at its position limit).
The PaCMMA concept may be implemented in a variety of ways. Figure 1 suggests that the micro-actuator should be placed proximal to the end effector. However, another instantiation of the design could place the actuators together with the end effector at a remote location, as shown in Figure 2 . As long as the end effector is coupled to the micro-actuator with the stiffest transmission possible and the macro-actuator is coupled with a compliant transmission, the concept is the same. In fact, the two actuators could be inside one housing, provided the transmissions meet our design constraints. To understand just how to choose components for this system, we first proceed to model and analyze the system and its performance limits.
System Model and Performance Limits
All actuator systems have performance limitations owing to force saturation. The purpose of this section is to determine the maximum possible performance of the parallel-coupled micro-macro actuator system operating at saturation. These results will be useful to the designer for determining best-case system performance as well as providing a useful benchmark for evaluating control law performance. Much of the analysis presented here may be applied to any actuator design, and would be useful in the comparison of various actuator systems.
Actuator Model
The actuator model will rely on several linear and nonlinear parameters, and will be used to estimate some limits on performance. The actuator concept can be modeled using lumped elements, as shown in Figure 3 . The dynamics are described by two equations: and In general, the actuator-generated input forces, Fl (s) and F2 (s), are bounded at the upper limits by some finite response Fig. 3 . Parallel coupled micro-macro actuator model. time and finite magnitudes, Fisai and F~a~. For electric motors, these limits are imposed by the electrical time constant and the motor's maximum power dissipation. In a hydraulic system, these limits are imposed by the speed of the servo valve and the maximum fluid pressure and piston area of the actuator. In addition to these actuator limits, there is a bandwidth limit on force measurement. In the following, the forcemeasurement bandwidth is assumed to be much higher than the response of the actuators, and is therefore not included in the dynamic model. To keep the model concise, the dynamics of the force sensor and the micro-actuator (Fl , Mi) will be lumped into a single function, HI (s). The expression Fl (s) can be viewed as the combined force response of the force-measurement transducer and micro-actuator, FIdes HI (s). Any micro-actuator can be controlled to have a well-damped response, HI (s), without any loss of generality. This can be implemented in most systems by prefiltering the input signal at a frequency below the first natural resonance of the system. As was pointed out by Eppinger (1988) , it is difficult to operate force-controlled systems above the first natural resonance.
The macro-actuator has dynamics F2 (s) = F~es H2 (s). The macro-actuator force dynamics, H2(s), may be neglected if the bandwidth of HZ(s) is significantly higher than the mechanical bandwidth of the transmission, as will be the case in the design presented here. The environment force, Fe, can take on a number of values. In the case of an actuator in free space, the environmental forces may include gravity or transmission friction acting on the load. In the case of manipulation, this force may result from an environmental impedance (stiffness). The value of the environmental stiffness, Ke, may be varied to model a wide variety of manipulation conditions. In the case of freespace motion, the environmental stiffness may be set to zero.
Both representations are undamped. The case where Ke is large should be included in any analysis of manipulation. Undamped, stiff environments are among the most challenging of operating conditions, because the slightest misuse of actuator energy may result in large forces. Further, the stiff environment makes active damping (through velocity measurement) difficult, since the displacements are small.
Equations (1) and (2) represent the dynamics of the system with the two inputs, Fldes(S) and F~es(s). The transfer function formulation yields where and when Ke = 0, In the following sections, several aspects of performance will be examined. For the sake of clarity, maximum performance will be computed assuming that the desired force and any disturbances are known for both the past and future. A more reasonable approach assumes that one has some amount of knowledge about the current state and perhaps some past state history upon which to base the current control efforts. Under these assumptions, the system performance will be lower. Nonetheless, the metrics provided may be used to determine upper bounds on system performance.
Force Control Performance
Force control response will be defined as a measure of the system response to both changes in the desired force and force disturbances against a rigid environment (i.e., XI = Xe = 0, Ke = oo):
where Fdes = the desired force, Fe = the force exerted on the environment, and Xe = the position of the end effector. Figure 4 displays these test conditions graphically. The output force can be maximized when the inputs are given the following values:
and
The assumption of perfect control implies that for a desired amplitude, we can select 0 so that there is no phase difference in the contribution from each actuator, and the applied force will be maximized. For this case, the force output against a rigid environment (Ke = oo) in the frequency domain is bounded by The second term in eq. (5) is readily recognized as forced harmonic vibration, where M2 is being driven by F2. Figure 5 shows how the two inputs for an example system are summed to determine the maximum amplitude of the system output. The function may be inverted to determine the maximum achievable amplitude at a given frequency, i.e., when the actuator is driven to saturation to meet the desired trajectory. As an example, if the desired torque is 1.0 mNm, then the maximum frequency is easily determined through graphical means to be 3.92 Hz. This equation represents a relationship between desired amplitude and maximum operating frequency, and represents a fundamental hardware limit of the system.
Force-Step Response
Time domain specifications are a useful way to evaluate the system's response to sudden changes in the desired force and position during a manipulation task. Fig. 6 . Actuator control strategy minimizing step-response time. The top trace shows how the macro-actuator may be controlled to reach the desired resting position with F2 = Foes. At t = t2, the actuator control effort is reversed to bring the macro-actuator mass, M2, to rest. The second trace shows that the micro-actuator will saturate and exert constant force until t = t2. While t2 < t < t f, the micro-actuator cancels the force error perfectly. The third trace shows the resultant force on the environment.
The fastest possible response to change in commanded force will be computed under the same conditions as forcecontrol response (X1 = Xe = 0, Ke = oo). The minimum time to move from an initial state (X1 = X2 = 0, Fl = F2 = 0) to a final state (X2 = Fdes/ Kt, Fl = 0, F'2 = Fdes) is achieved using the strategy in Figure 6 . The strategy applies full force to both actuators initially, and reverses the macroactuator, F2, at t = t2 to arrive at the new state at t = t f. The boundary conditions may be used with eqs. (1) and
(2) to determine tl and t f. The time to reach the desired force, Fdes, can then be determined by solving the following equation numerically: Figure 7 shows the response of the system to this strategy. It is important to remember that this solution gives the minimum settling-time solution. The applied force, Ktx2 + Bti2, will exceed Fdes if the transmission damping, Bt, is nonzero. When the applied force is within Flsar of the desired force, the micro-actuator can cancel the error. With the use of optimal control techniques (e.g., dynamic programming), eqs.
(1) and (2) may be solved with additional constraints, such as a requirement that the applied force not exceed some fraction of the desired force: (1 + a)Fdes. Fig. 7 . System step response-perfect control. The left-hand figure shows the resulting force traces for a step change in force for both a damped and undamped transmission. The figures on the right show the actuator efforts, Fl (t) and F2(t). = 0.25 for the damped case. The response function for F2 (t) does not include the macro-actuator dynamics, H2 (s) (Section 3.1). Fig. 8 . Impact-perfect control.
Impacts
In many applications, a manipulator moves from free space into contact with the environment, and an impact results.
Sometimes the collision occurs because there are errors in the estimated position of the manipulator or the environment. Other times the collision is part of a deliberate manipulation movement. In both cases, it is useful to determine the effects of the impact on the environment and the actuator.
Consider the case of a manipulator moving in free space which detects a collision, as shown in Figure 8 . The controller turns both actuators on to full saturation force when the collision is detected at t = ti, to minimize the force transmitted to the environment. Two quantities are of interest during the collision. The first is the energy dissipated when Ml hits the environment, and the second is the maximum force transmitted by the transmission to the environment. In the case where the collision is inelastic, the energy transmitted to the environment is After the initial contact, force from the macro-actuator is applied to the endpoint through the transmission. If the transmission damping Bt is large, then the transmission is effectively rigid during impact, and nearly all the kinetic energy of the macro-actuator is transmitted to the environment. This is generally undesirable, and therefore the transmission should not be heavily damped if impacts are likely. If Bt is assumed to be small, the force exerted on the environment by the macroactuator prior to any control activity (0 < t < tl ) is given by Equation (7) highlights several issues. If the transmission stiffness Kt is large, then there are two negative results. First, F'&dquo;~~ro becomes large, because the force changes rapidly as x2 -xl increases. Second, the natural frequency of the system, M , is large compared to the detection time tl, and the sine function reaches its maximum value (1.0) sooner, thereby increasing F,,.,,. Reducing the transmission stiffness decreases the rate of force application by the macro-actuator.
Since all systems have finite response time, transmission compliance can be effective in reducing the force applied during impact. In the general case, the maximum contact force may be determined by solving the differential equations. A more detailed discussion is presented in Morrell (1996) .
Several conclusions may be drawn from this model. First, it is clear from eq. (6) that reduction of the endpoint mass of the actuator, Ml , and the approach velocity, Vo, will minimize the energy delivered to the environment when contact occurs. This result is independent of any control strategy or actuator force limit, and represents very real physical limit on performance. Second, eq. (7) shows that reducing Kt, the transmission stiffness, M2, the macro-actuator mass, and tl, 9 the detection time, will reduce the impact energy and contact force resulting from the macro-actuator. In effect, the transmission shields the environment from the mass of the macro-actuator by (1) using the spring to store energy rather than dissipating the energy in a collision, and (2) using a soft transmission to decrease the rate of force increase once contact occurs. Decreasing the rate of force rise allows more time for the controller and actuator forces to decelerate M2. This analysis may be applied to any manipulator impact, not just the PaCMMA. Accordingly, a traditional stiff manipulator will transmit more energy to the environment on contact, and will generate greater contact forces than a compliant manipulator.
Consideration of Nonlinearities
In addition to force saturation, the PaCMMA system contains several other nonlinearities. Some of these nonlinearities may be avoided using different system configurations, while others are present in all configurations. The analyses above do not specifically address these nonlinearities, but some comments are presented below.
With a brushed motor, stiction from motor brushes and bearings at the endpoint can produce a limit cycle at some minimal force level in both the micro-and macro-actuators (Townsend 1988) . Stiction that occurs in the macro-actuator is filtered out by the transmission, because small changes in position (limit cycles) are passed through a compliant transmission as small changes in force. As long as the damping in the transmission is small, then the stiction limit cycle will not have a significant effect on the endpoint force.
Velocity saturation may occur independently of force saturation, especially in systems that employ large reductions on the macro-actuator. The result is lower bandwidth at large force amplitudes. Velocity saturation in the micro-actuator is unlikely during manipulation, since speeds are typically low for the micro-actuator.
Chatter from backlash in the macro-actuator can introduce harmonic frequencies above the controllable frequencies of both the macro-and micro-actuators. This can happen any time the gearhead is unloaded. The transmission model used in this analysis is massless (i.e., only Kt and Bt are considered). A transmission that has high-frequency resonances may produce disturbances above the controllable frequency of the micro-actuator. Such a transmission may be redesigned to have lower frequency dynamics via the addition of mass or damping, or the control algorithm may be modified to avoid exciting the transmission resonance.
Control System
In manipulation, a wide range of dynamic events may occur. General requirements for robotic manipulators include: ability to follow position trajectories accurately in free space, ability to make contact with objects in the environment in a nondestructive manner, and ability to maintain contact with a wide variety of environments. During these operations, particularly the initial period of contact, the user wants motions to be smooth, stable, and predictable. The PaCMMA concept performs these tasks well while using a single control system for both free-space and contact trajectories. This section addresses some of the control issues of the parallel-coupled micro-macro actuator system.
Control Issues
The ideal actuator system would remain stable in all environments and would permit continuous adjustment of the system impedance as the desired impedance changed with the environment ; stiffer systems are desirable when contact is unlikely, softer systems are desirable when impact is anticipated. Active control of impedance is the primary benefit offered by force-controlled actuators.
As mentioned in Section 1, control of manipulation forces against stiff environments is very difficult when the actuator and sensor are not collocated. The achievable control bandwidth is limited by the structural bandwidth of the transmission (Eppinger 1988) . For this reason, transmissions are typically made quite stiff. However, most transmissions are insufficiently damped, and adding damping to the transmission is hard to accomplish computationally since derivatives are difficult to calculate with very small displacements.
A second issue is the control of the transition from free space to contact with the environment. The robot may be damaged as a result of the energy dissipated during the collision. As shown in Section 3.4, reducing the mass and the approach velocity help prevent this. Second, the control law may become unstable when the actuator contacts the environment, owing to the change in dynamics. As mentioned in Section 1.1, control of impacts and contact transitions has typically involved switching control algorithms.
The primary quantity of interest in this control system is force. Hogan argues that manipulators should present an impedance, which implies that the system should accept position inputs and output force (Hogan 1985) . Thus, a system that can accurately produce the desired force over a large range of frequencies can be programmed to produce the appropriate impedance for a given task. In addition to accurate force generation, the system should be stable in a wide range of configurations. Since there are two control inputs (Fl and F2) and one output (Fe), the question arises: What is the appropriate strategy for dividing the control efforts to best control the output?
PaCMMA Control Strategy
The PaCMMA dynamics are relatively simple: the states and measurements involve straightforward transformations. The large separation in frequency response of the macro-and micro-actuators (4 Hz vs. 60 Hz) makes it possible to find an adequate strategy by maximizing the performance of each actuator separately.
Consider the forces acting on the endpoint mass Ml in Figure 9 . These two forces Fmacro and Fmicro have distinctly different frequency characteristics. When the endpoint is stationary against a stiff environment (Ke = oo), , and Fig. 9 . Forces acting on the endpoint.
There are several operating conditions to consider. In the case of constant force regulation and transient disturbance rejection, it is clear that the ideal control law would attempt to keep Fmicro = 0 so that the system's ability to respond to a future unknown force transient is maximized. Further, we would like the contribution from the macro-actuator, Fmacro, to reach Fdes as quickly as possible.
In the case of force tracking, we would like the control effort from the macro-actuator to be as fast as possible so that the micro-actuator has the maximum range available to reject disturbances.
In the case where the endpoint is moving with some trajectory, the control for disturbance rejection is similar. The macro-actuator should modulate the force as best it can while the micro-actuator effort should be used to correct for errors.
In steady state, the micro-actuator should be kept as close to zero as possible. Using these heuristics, the control problem becomes one of maximizing the performance of the macroactuator for the various operating conditions and then applying the micro-actuator as a high-frequency corrector. In the context of rejecting transients, these heuristics will maximize the performance of the PaCMMA.
The previous arguments assume the micro-actuator response can be made faster than the macro-actuator in all contexts. In this case, it is always safe to assume that the macro-actuator represents the performance bottleneck. These heuristics are not as easily applied if the frequency characteristics of the two force terms, F .. i,, and Fmacro, are close in range. A control system diagram is shown in Figure 10 .
Macro-Actuator Control
The goal of the macro-actuator control law is to make F&dquo;,~ro as close to Fdes as possible. Since the transmission and actuator dynamics can be measured, a feedforward controller that uses estimates of the plant parameters (M2, Bt, kt) should work well. In this case, Feedforward of the desired force (G f f < 1) is used to account for plant dynamics with estimates of mass, stiffness, and damping. In addition, the system will need active damping to prevent excitation of unmodeled dynamics and to avoid velocity saturation of the gearhead. Gain Gdl provides damping between Ml and M2 to prevent excessive excitation of the transmission. Gain Gd2 provides damping from M2 to ground and stabilizes the macro-actuator servo.
Finally, the macro-actuator should try to reduce the microactuator force to zero. Gain Gp causes the macro-actuator to reduce the control effort of the micro-actuator (which represents the integrated force error).
Several aspects of this control law are important. First, the compliance in the transmission allows the use of computational damping. The damping terms are very important for stabilizing the system. Second, the feedforward model is easily obtained by measuring the system response from F2 to Fe and inverting the transfer function. Finally, the integral term will be used to make sure that the errors in the feedforward model are reduced when the system settles to a constant force.
This controller works well and is analyzed in greater detail in Morrell (1996) .
The analysis above assumes that the macro-actuator may be modeled as a force source. In the case where the macroactuator has significant friction and inertia, it may also be modeled as a velocity source. In this case, the force applied to the endpoint by the macro-actuator is:
Given the objective of making F&dquo;~ro = Fdes, we can derive x2des (Sl ' This function can then be used to drive a traditional position-control loop on the macro-actuator. Force control of a single actuator with a soft transmission and a velocity source model is discussed in Williamson (1995) .
Micro-Actuator Coretrol
The micro-actuator can transmit forces to the endpoint at high bandwidth owing to the direct-drive connection to the torque sensor. Unfortunately, the velocity of the torque sensor deflection is not easily measured, and active damping is hard to obtain.
Integral force control has been shown to be stable against a wide range of environments and to be stable when making In fact, integral control provides the best performance for linear closed-loop force feedback against all environments (Volpe and Khosla 1993) . The use of a low-pass filter, HI (s), provides additional attenuation to avoid exciting structural resonances between Fl and Fe. Detailed equations of motion for the controlled system are presented in Morrell (1996) .
Control of the PaCMMA Impedance
The impedance of the PaCMMA may be controlled using the control law of the previous section and a simple impedance model. Figure 11 depicts this concept. Position is commanded, and the impedance controller determines what force should be applied. This force is then used as an input command to the force-control system. For first-order impedances, this may be represented as follows:
Given a desired position Xdes and the desired impedance about that position Zdes(S), the desired force Fdes can be calculated :
In general, it is hard to accurately measure 5 , so simulation Fig. 11 . Impedance-control architecture. of arbitrary masses is not trivial. We have achieved good experimental results using first-order impedances.
Gain Tuning
Tuning the gains in the control law is more straightforward than it might appear initially. The strategy is to first tune the fastest part of the system (micro-actuator, 60 Hz) so that it is stable and can reject all disturbances in a stable manner. Then, the slow part of the system (macro-actuator, 4 Hz) may be adjusted. The effect of this procedure is to treat the macroactuator as a passive stable disturbance force which by design is lower bandwidth than the micro-actuator bandwidth. Since integral force control on the micro-actuator is stable for all conditions, the overall system is stable. A detailed procedure is presented in Morrell (1996) . 
Experimental Results

Prototype
A prototype actuator system was assembled to test the parallel actuator concept (Fig. 12) ; specifications for the system components and controllers are contained in Morrell (1996) . A third motor was used to provide environment dynamics, i.e., to simulate a moving environment.
In addition to the PaCMMA test bed, the performance of the macro-actuator (a permanent magnet, DC-brushed, gearhead motor) connected to a traditional transmission and controller was measured to provide an accurate comparison between the PaCMMA concept and traditional actuator implementations. The performance of the micro-actuator also yields insight into the performance enhancements of the PaCMMA concept.
In the following sections, results are reported for several actuator configurations. The configurations are listed in Table 1.
The first configuration is a traditional design, though it is direct drive. The micro-actuator is attached to the joint with a solid aluminum shaft and the direct-drive connection puts the force bandwidth of this system up near 60 Hz.
The second configuration is a traditional,&dquo;stiffer is better&dquo; design. The macro-actuator is located remotely, and a cabledrive transmission transmits power to the joint. Using this configuration, the first resonance in the force response occurs at 12 Hz. The macro-actuator uses a two-stage, 36: 1 planetary gearhead.
The third configuration uses the same hardware as the second configuration, but the control system uses a PD positioncontrol architecture. In this configuration, the system is run under position control, which is sometimes called open-loop impedance control. In this case, the force is not measured and it is assumed that the torque commanded to the actua-tor is transmitted to the endpoint with minimal losses (not generally true with a gearhead transmission).
Configurations 4 and 5 represent the PaCMMA with two different transmissions. The first configuration, PaCMMA 1, uses a transmission stiffness, Kt = 1,140 mNm/rad. The second configuration, PaCMMA2, uses Kt = 3,000 mNm/rad. The majority of the tests are performed with PaCMMA except for impedance, which is measured for both systems.
Performance Data
To evaluate the performance of the actuator system, a number of performance metrics must be defined. It is common to evaluate actuators on performance specifications such as power/mass and force/mass. These specifications are useful but neglect several important dynamic characteristics which affect performance in haptics and robot manipulation. To quantify robot characteristics in force-controlled tasks, we will present several measures of performance: force control frequency response, force fidelity (distortion), force control performance space, impedance frequency response, position control frequency response, impact response, and dynamic range.
The results of the experiments using these measures are presented in Table 2. Before presenting the data, a few remarks are in order. Frequency response measurements do a good job of presenting a large amount of information, but may not reflect true response if the output signal is not a pure sinusoid. Nonetheless, they provide a useful way to compare the performance of various systems. For the results presented in the following sections, the frequency response was calculated by determining the Fourier coefficients of the input and output signals at the excitation frequency. From these values, the phase and amplitude of the transfer function were determined. The system performance is amplitude dependent, owing to saturation of the micro-actuator. Further, friction and backlash contribute to the response in a nonlinear manner that depends on both frequency and amplitude. As a result, the system response to small disturbances is not the same as the system response to large disturbances. Response data for both large and small disturbances will be presented to illustrate this point. Additionally, a coherence function could be used to gain insight into the nonlinearlities.
Force-Control Response
The force-control response of the PaCMMA approaches the theoretical predictions of Section 3. The small signal bandwidth of the micro-actuator is maintained, while the bias force Fig. 13 . Force-control response. Force-control response is a frequency response measurement that is obtained with a fixed endpoint. The 3-dB point may be used to define force bandwidth.
is determined by the macro-actuator. The definition of forcecontrol response is Figure 13 shows this experiment.
Force-control bandwidth was measured by clamping the endpoint to a rigid environment and setting the desired force to be a number of sinusoids of different amplitudes and frequencies. Since saturation is an important characteristic of this research, frequency response measurements were taken with a variety of desired amplitudes, at a variety of mean force values. Step responses were measured by simply applying various step changes in desired force from various bias forces.
As expected, the force-control bandwidth of the PaCMMA for small signals (Fig. 14) is nearly as good as the response of the micro-actuator alone (56 Hz). However, the large-signal performance (Fig. 15 ) of the PaCMMA (4-6 Hz) is lower than the macro-actuator can achieve with a stiff transmission (12 Hz). This is expected-the ability of the macro-actuator to transmit force is directly affected by the transmission bandwidth. Since the PaCMMA transmission is softer than the stiff cable transmission, it cannot use the large-signal capacity of the macro-actuator as effectively. Figure 16 shows how the theoretical performance curve from Section 3.2 compares to the actual bandwidth measurements. The data from all of the force-control experiments is plotted in this figure. The difference in the experiment and theory reflects the imperfect performance of the control law.
The step response of the PaCMMA is also as expected. Small changes in force are very fast (15 msec), while large changes in force require the macro-actuator to displace the Fig. 14. Small-signal force-control bandwidth. Fdes = 0.08F2sat = 0.57Flsar. Performance was measured using explicit force control. Fig. 15 . Large-signal force-control bandwidth. Fdes = 0.32F2sar = 2.3Fi~. Performance was measured using explicit force control. Fig. 16 . Force-control response: theory vs. experiment. Solid lines represent swept sinusoidal inputs at various force amplitudes. transmission a significant distance (200 msec for maximum torque). The slower response reflects the velocity and acceleration limits of the macro-actuator. This performance can be improved by choosing a macro-actuator with faster acceleration, or by choosing a stiffer transmission. The response plots for these experiments is presented in Morrell (1996) .
It is clear that large-signal force-control performance is not maximized with the PaCMMA concept. Nonetheless, the performance gains in some of the experiments that follow will more than justify the concept for many applications.
Force Fidelity: Why Bandwidth Is Not the Only Thing that Matters
Force fidelity is an important, but often overlooked, specification in robot actuator design. Since the frequency response plots fail to capture distortion, we have defined a measure of force fidelity for actuators. Figure 17 shows several force signals with varying degrees of distortion. The variation from a true sinusoidal signal may be measured in the least-squares sense by computing the RMS error from a best-fit sinusoid at the excitation frequency, w. Given a sequence of samples T, a sinusoidal curve of frequency co may be fit to the data using the equation where Solving the equation for the least-squares minimum error, Fig. 17 . Force fidelity example. These three graphs show examples of distorted signals. The values of force fidelity for these graphs are 0.99, 0.86, and 0.74. Distortion is 1 %, 14%, and 26%, respectively.
Using the best-fit signal RA, a normalized measure of signal fidelity is
The value of this expression is 1.0 for a perfect sinusoid. A value of 0.99 represents 1.0% distortion.
The force fidelity of the PaCMMA was very good. The micro-actuator was able to reduce distortion up to 60 Hz. Figures 18 and 19 show the force fidelity versus frequency for small and large amplitudes. Figure 18 shows the response of the system to a small force command (13 mNm = 10% F1sat). The macro-actuator alone is very distorted. This is owing to the friction and backlash that are introduced by the gearhead. A second trial with the macro-actuator was performed with a large bias (390 mNm). The force fidelity was improved, but still fell short of the performance that can be obtained with the micro-actuator and the PaCMMA. Figure 19 shows the large-signal force fidelity. In this case, the PaCMMA signal deteriorates first, but this is largely owing to attenuation (remember the force bandwidth of the PaCMMA is lower than the macro-actuator for large forces). As the frequency increases, the PaCMMA maintains a higher level of fidelity. 5.5. Force Performance Space: A More Complete Picture of Actuator Performance All actuator systems have amplitude and frequency limitations. The performance of actuators can be visualized in a region we will call performance space. The performance space is two dimensional, with axes of frequency and amplitude much like a frequency response plot. Within this space there are regions where an actuator may operate with acceptable shows that the PaCMMA and the micro-actuator perform much better than the macro-actuator for small-amplitude force commands. While a force bias improves the performance of the macro-actuator somewhat, it is still not as accurate as the PaCMMA or the micro-actuator. Fig. 19 . Large-signal force fidelity. Fdes = 520 mNm. The macro-actuator performs more accurately than the PaCMMA for some frequencies, but the PaCMMA fidelity is better overall. Fig. 20 . Force performance space for PaCMMA 1. The forcecontrol response data of Section 5.3 (explicit force control) was analyzed to determine the amplitudes and frequencies at which the RMS error was less than 10%. This shows how the PaCMMA's parallel coupling of the microand macroactuators can be used to obtain better performance than either actuator operating alone.
performance, and there are regions where the performance is unacceptable.
The macro-actuator has the ability to exert large forces at lower frequencies, while the micro-actuator has the ability to exert smaller forces at higher frequencies. Force performance space simultaneously displays the bandwidth and distortion data of the previous sections. Figure 20 shows the force performance space for the individual actuators and the PaCMMA for three of the configurations listed in Table 1. The macro-actuator with a stiff transmission has higher bandwidth than the PaCMMA, as shown by the area enclosed in the dotted region. The performance of the micro-actuator is good at high frequency, but limited in amplitude. The PaCMMA system augments the performance of the highbandwidth micro-actuator by increasing the force range at low frequency. In the next sections, the benefits of using a compliant transmission will be shown. 5.6. Impedance-Response Bandwidth: Why Gearheads and Stiff Transmissions Hamper Manipulation Designers refer to &dquo;back-drivability&dquo; and &dquo;compliance&dquo; to describe the relationship between force and displacement of the actuator. In tasks such as surface following or dynamic contact sensing, the actuator may be required to maintain constant force in the presence of small disturbances, whether the disturbances are due to small changes in position or unmodeled contact forces. In pure force control, an ideal actuator would present zero impedance across all frequencies; in real systems, this quantity should be as small as possible. Impedance response is defined as Fig. 21 . Impedance response is a frequency response measurement that is obtained by commanding constant force and measuring the force error that results as the endpoint is moved. Impedance bandwidth may be defined as the frequency where the force error begins to increase with frequency.
Impedance is best thought of as the forces that result from a position disturbance. An (1986) performed an experiment in which a robot link was placed on a moving cam and given constant force command. Figure 21 depicts An's experiment.
For our experiments, a large motor was connected directly to the output shaft of the actuator and commanded to move in a sinusoidal trajectory under position control. This configuration has the benefit that the PaCMMA actuator may be backdriven very forcefully without taking account of the bouncing that occurs with the moving cam configuration. While no motor is a pure velocity source, a stiff servo loop and a large motor can provide adequate position-control performance over a wider range of velocity inputs and actuator torques. Position disturbances of varying magnitude and frequency were applied to the PaCMMA with Fdes = 0. The results in Figures 22 and 23 show the minimum achievable impedance for the PaCMMA system. Several aspects of the data are noteworthy. First, there is a minimum impedance value that represents the force noise level divided by the displacement amplitude. This lower limit is created by the force measurement resolution. As the frequency of the disturbance increases, the impedance begins to increase. Several effects are responsible for this increase. When the micro-actuator saturates, it can no longer keep the transmission from deflecting. The relative magnitude of each term (F&dquo;,a~,~ and Fmicro) depends on the amplitude of displacement and the component specifications.
A comparison of the three cases shows that the macroactuator with a stiff transmission presents the largest impedance, while the micro-actuator presents the smallest impedance. The PaCMMA generates an impedance in between these two values. The stiff transmission creates a Fig. 22 . Small-amplitude impedance response. Impedanceresponse data is shown for Fdes = 0. All systems used explicit force-control algorithms. large impedance, while the compliant transmission creates a smaller impedance. The data for the micro-actuator and macro-actuator alone provide bounds on the maximum and minimum impedance for the PaCMMA.
Position Control Experiments: Better than You'd Think
The PaCMMA was run using the impedance controller of Section 4, and commanded to follow both step and sinusoidal position trajectories. The desired impedance was set to the stiffest impedance possible to maximize the position bandwidth. Figure 24 shows the position bandwidth of four systems.
The micro-actuator, macro-actuator, and PaCMMA were run with the impedance-control method described in Section 4.5, and the macro-actuator was also run with a standard PD position-control law. Clearly, the micro-actuator offers the highest bandwidth, and the macro-actuator under impedance control is the slowest. The PaCMMA position performance is almost as good as the macro-actuator under PD position control. This is a particularly useful though initially unexpected result.
For force-control bandwidth, the PaCMMA's transmission compliance limited the large-signal bandwidth. For position bandwidth, the large-signal performance actually exceeded the performance that could be achieved with only the macroactuator and the compliant transmission. The micro-actuator stabilizes the vibrations that arise from the step input and the transmission compliance. As a result, the control effort to the macro-actuator can be very large and discontinuous (i.e., bang-bang) without the penalty of transient vibration.
For small position commands, Figure 25 shows that PaCMMA performance is as good as the micro-actuator alone, while backlash limits the performance of the macro-actuator. Overall, the PaCMMA system is able to recover the full position performance of the macro-actuator while reducing the endpoint impedance through the use of a compliant transmission.
Impact Experiments: Why Stiff Transmissions Really Hamper Manipulation
Impacts highlight the effectiveness of the PaCMMA's low impedance. The PaCMMA was given a velocity input command ( Vo ) and programmed to stop when impact was detected, based on a torque threshold of 20 mNm. The results of these tests are shown in Figure 26 .
The PaCMMA impact force is two to three orders of magnitude smaller than the impact force generated by the macroactuator alone. The PaCMMA also has the fastest settling response. One nice feature of these results is the minimal bounce of the end effector. While the impact forces are certainly a function of velocity, the position response of the system is stable and monotonic.
Several other issues are demonstrated by these experiments. First, the control law is a single impedance-control law that does not rely on any switching behavior upon impact. Position commands are easily followed, and force is accurately controlled. Second, the largest force transients occur in a very short time interval. The energy transmitted to the environment from the endpoint is unavoidable. The intentional use of compliance in the transmission prevents the kinetic energy of the macro-actuator from being dissipated during the collision.
Dynamic Range and Force Precision
The force precision and dynamic range for the various systems are as follows: Fig. 26 . Impact response. Vo = 1.9 rad/sec. This graph shows the drastic reduction in impact force when a compliant transmission is attached to the macro-actuator in the PaCMMA system. Notice that the PaCMMA transients settle more quickly than even the micro-actuator by itself.
Clearly, the PaCMMA offers a dramatic improvement in precision and dynamic range.
Conclusions
The parallel-coupled micro-macro actuator system (PaCMMA) described in this paper was shown to exhibit superior characteristics when compared to typical single-actuator systems. The benefits of this system are:
improved small-signal force-control bandwidth, reduced impedance (more back-drivable), reduced distortion, reduced impact forces, improved small-signal position bandwidth, and improved force resolution and dynamic range.
In addition to the actuator system, this paper also formalizes several performance metrics.
Extensions
The work presented here provides the starting point for understanding how two scaled actuators may be used in par-allel to achieve better performance than a single actuator.
There are a number of research directions that deserve further examination.
Nonlinear Tlransmissions
Examination of contact tasks in manipulation suggests that low stiffness and low impedance are most important when a manipulator has a collision or deliberately makes contact with the environment. In both of these cases, the transmission deflection is typically small prior to contact because the endpoint is light. If the contact force becomes large during a manipulation, low transmission stiffness may not be as important. For this reason, a nonlinear, stiffening transmission is worth considering. A stiffening transmission offers the benefits of low stiffness and impact energy when making contact with the environment while reducing the transmission volume and increasing the maximum force range. In fact, a stiffer transmission may result in better large-signal performance.
Compact Design
The current implementation places the micro-actuator at the endpoint and the macro-actuator is located some distance from the endpoint. The configuration shown in Figure 2 represents a PaCMMA in a compact package. This configuration is obviously of interest since it can be readily connected to existing hardware.
Control Law
The control law presented here was chosen for its simplicity and generally good performance across a wide range of operating conditions. There are obviously applications where the dynamics are less likely to change, and a more specialized controller might yield improved performance.
Extension to N-Actuators
The ability to form the union of two different performance spaces raises the obvious question: If two actuators are better than one, are three actuators better than two? Figure 27 depicts this concept. Extension of the concept to more than two actuators is clearly possible. With regard to force-control performance, the performance space concept makes it clear that actuators with different operating spaces may be coupled to increase the operating region. Of course, additional actuators will create additional impedance, which may be a detriment, depending on the application. Finally, additional actuators bring additional mechanical complexity. A more thorough analysis of the multi-actuator concept is worth pursuing. Fig. 27 . The N-actuator concept.
Integration into Existing Systems
The PaCMMA concept is clearly capable of providing better performance than a single-actuator system. The reader may be wondering how to take advantage of this concept on an existing manipulator. There are two conceptual possibilities when converting an existing system to a PaCMMA configuration: addition of a micro-actuator or addition of a macro-actuator.
Adding a macro-actuator to an existing system is a relatively simple prospect. All that is required is a point to attach the compliant transmission. One simply adds a pulley onto the existing drive axis and connects the PaCMMA transmission to the pulley. The macro-actuator provides a substantial increase in force range without reducing the original system performance! There would be a small increase in impedance owing to the additional actuator, but examination of the results in Section 5 should provide a convincing argument for the PaCMMA configuration.
Addition of a micro-actuator is likely to be more difficult. The goal in this case is to find a way to attach a micro-actuator to the endpoint using a high-bandwidth coupling. This may be accomplished one of two ways. The first method is simply to attach the micro-actuator to the joint axis where the single actuator was attached. This may yield an improvement in force resolution, but may not improve bandwidth. The second method is to find a way to connect the micro-actuator to the endpoint with a coupling that is higher bandwidth than the existing actuator coupling. This might entail mounting the micro-actuator closer to the force sensor and the point of force application. The reduced size of the micro-actuator will make this possible in some configurations, while other systems will be too tightly constrained to allow this modification. 7.6. Other Actuator Technologies Electric motors were used because of their broad popularity and ease of use. However, other actuators may influence the design and performance. Actuators with limited position range (such as voice coils and hydraulic cylinders) may produce slightly different performance relationships. Extension of the concept to other actuators remains an interesting implementation project.
Applications
The PaCMMA concept may be useful in a number of applications. Haptic interfaces are placing very large demands on actuator technology, and creation of a high-fidelity interface is a current research topic (Massie and Salisbury 1994; Hayward 1995; Salcudean and Wong 1993; Maclean 1996) . Much of this work focuses on maximizing the fidelity to human perception, because success in this field is determined by a &dquo;Haptic Turing Test&dquo; (Maclean 1996) .
Unstructured environments constantly test the robustness of control laws and mechanical hardware. Impact resistance and error tolerance are of prime importance and adequate performance is often defined as a lack of damage rather than high speed or exceptional dexterity.
Active tactile sensing is another area of application. The ability to sense features dynamically is dependent on the ability to move smoothly, with precision in force and position. Effective algorithms for dynamic sensing rely on high-quality actuation (Eberman 1995) . The quality of the sensed information is very closely related to the quality of movement.
